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VICTIM's Medical Records on File at Andrews AFB, MD
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
779TH MEDICAL GROUP FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET

TO: SA
(NAME OF AUTHORIZED RECEIVER)

APOSTI/ION, ARM. Desk
(NAME OF AUTHORIZED RECEIVER'S FACILITY)

(ADDRESS OF AUTHORIZED RECEIVER'S FACILITY)

PHONE NUMBER: FAX NUMBER: 
(OF RECEIVER) (OF RECEIVER)

FROM: Release of Information
(NAME OF SENDER)

PHONE NUMBER: FAX NUMBER: 
(OF SENDER) (OF SENDER)

DATE: 12/Nov/2011 TIME: 10:50
(NO. OF PAGES: 5
(INCLUDING COVER SHEET)

INFORMATION DISCLOSED:


"Do not transmit classified information over unsecured telecommunications systems. Official DOD telecommunications systems are subject to monitoring. Using DOD telecommunications systems constitutes consent to monitoring."

***NOTICE***

The documents accompanying this fax may contain protected health information. This information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above. The authorized recipient of this information is prohibited from disclosing this information to any other party and is required to destroy the information after its stated need has been fulfilled, unless otherwise required by state law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or action taken in reliance on the contents of these documents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this fax in error, please notify the sender immediately to arrange for return of these documents.

779 MDG FORM 508, 18 Apr 04 HRC Approved
E-mail From Col (Dr.) Explaining VICTIM's Lab Results Upon Recovery
Exhibit #32
(para. 2-195)

FBI 302 of VICTIM's Cognitive Interview, 22 Jan 07
Exhibit #33
(para. 2-196)

USACIL Forensics Drug Branch Analysis Report,
dated 9 Jan 07
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UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Exhibit #34
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FBI Translation of News Video Footage Regarding VICTIM's Abduction
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UNCLASSIFIED
Exhibit #35
(para. 2-199)

MVD Police Report

Exhibit #35
(para. 2-199)
UNCLASSIFIED
On September 6th, 2006, the Airbase Gansì representatives, and the US Embassy security department employee, as well as a security deputy adviser, requested the Sverdlovsky Police Department of Internal Affairs (MVD) to take action in searching for missing US Army soldier Jill Metzger (born in 1973), and stationed at the Airbase Gansì.

Matter on this case registered in the book of crimes of Sverdlovsky MVD Registration # 4489 on 06.09.2006. The investigation initiated (case # 396/06)

During course of investigation, was questioned internationally passage. He works as a freelance driver, using his own van, Mercedes Benz 212 B Sprinter, license plate

He stated that on September 5th, 2006 approximately at 14:00, he received a telephone call from Jill Metzger onto his cell. She asked him to give her and a group of military personal from Gansì a ride to Bishkek. He said that he will come to pick them up from the base at 15:30.

drove to Bishkek Jill with the group, and parked his car near ZUM “Aichurek” on Shapokova Street, from east side of ZUM at 16:10. All the passengers left the car and agreed to meet near the car at 17:00. All passengers went to ZUM.

At 17:15 the whole group, but J. Metzger, met near car. Jill’s co-workers were calling to Jill’s number 0517-72-05-54. However, at 17:35 the phone call was located near the East bus station and at 19:07 in the area of “Tungush”, but there were no answer. After placing these calls, her cell got switched off. Waiting a bit longer, co-workers went to ZUM to look for Jill, but without positive result. At approximately 20:00 the group went back to the base.

During the course of investigation, it was found that J. Metzger entered ZUM at 16:15 jointly with the co-worker, Sergeant Barnes. They separated on the second floor, which was confirmed by a video camera record. It had been found that Sergeant Barnes in fact came up to the 4th floor, while J. Metzger had remained on the second floor, where she bought a bracelet.

The video camera also showed that Metzger came down to the first floor at 16:18 and bought a lipstick in cosmetic store “In style”. This was confirmed by a sales person of this store.
The video camera showed that at 16:29 - despite of the fact that the car was parked on Shapokova St., (East side) - Metzger left ZUM through the South central exit i.e. to the South side of Chui Prospect.

Analysis of calls made on/to Metzger cell phone (# 0517-720-554) indicated that last location of her cell was in the area of East bus station.

Some people - who work around the bus station-, were questioned. Who works as an operator of a telephone station in a cross roads of Jubek-Julu and Osmokulova Streets, stated that on September 5th, 2006 approximately at 18:00 she was approached by a woman with similar to Jill Metzger description, and asked in Russian if she could make a call to the cell phone out of that telephone station. She also offered to pay by Euros. After she received a negative answer from she headed toward the café “Almalulu”, situated on Osmokulova Street.

Also, we questioned freelance drivers, parked on the corner of Jubek –Julu and Osmokulova Streets, and learned that on September 6th, 2006 the driver driving white color auto was chatting with the other drivers, saying that on September 5th, he took a foreign passenger - a woman - and drove her to the intersection of Kievskaya and Togolok – Mold. A woman showed him an address where to drive her in her note book.

Later it was determine that mentioned above driver was He stated that he is a freelance driver on a car license plate He stated that he did not recognized Jill Metzger on the photo, which was shown to him, and that in fact he drove foreigners to the above address, but there were two people: a man and a woman, and it was around 20th. of August.

We also questioned residence of “Tunguch-1” and “Tunguch-2” areas, freelance drivers (taxi drivers as well as administration and a personal of a night club PROMZONA).

The waitresses: stated that Metzgel were coming to the club with her friends from time to time, and that last time she was in the club approximately 3 weeks ago.

Studying thoroughly the video tape from ZUM on the day of September 5th, we noticed a man, which had been cruising next to Metzger. He was supposedly a European type, approximately 35 years old, with alopecia. He was wearing a gray-blue shirt, black pants with a sun glasses on his forehead. It is clear visible on the tape that the man was awaiting Metzgel on the first floor near the exit from the excavator, and later, when she was buying a lipstick on the first floor at the shop “In Style” - he was as close as 3 meters from her.
The man remained in ZUM till 16:54. He left ZUM through the main exit. He had been seen on a video tape on escalator on his way to the 3d floor at 16:32; at 16:35 on 3d floor, store “ZIGZAG”, and at 16:51 on the 2d floor, escalator exit.

On September 8th, at 23:45, called to the Issik-Aktinsky Police Station. The operational investigation police crew responded to the call, and went to the indicated address. They found a bum-looking woman, wearing a blue jeans and a brown shirt. She was approximately 35 years old and did not speak Russian. She was brought to the Regional Police Department of MVD in order to establish her identification and provide medical examination. Based on her testimony and with the help of an investigator - who was able to communicate a bit in English – it had been determined that she is Jill Metzger, born in a US Citizen, born in San Angelo, TX, currently stationed and leaving in Ganci.

Metzger was brought to Issik-Aktinsky hospital, where she got medically examined. At the moment of her medical examination, she did not have any health complaints.

During questioning, it had been determined that on September 8th, approximately at 15:00 she was on a shopping trip to ZUM “Aicherek”. At one moment she was alone near the main entrance to the ZUM. At that time her co-workers went up on escalator for shopping. At that moment she was approached by unknown woman and asked for help. A woman gave her text on a small piece of paper, and pulled Metzger away from the main ZUM’s entrance, placing into pocket of Metzger’s jeans some kind of hard object, saying that this is an explosive. After that woman leaded Metzger along the street in unknown direction. Along the way, that woman was given Jill pieces of papers, directing her where to go. A woman was disappearing from time to time, so Jill did not see her.

After some time they approached white car, supposedly VW Mini Van, and a man forced Metzger into that car.

After that they drove for a long time in unknown direction. Having arrived to unknown destination, two men and a woman put Metzger into a dark compartment, taken from her $300 dollars and a chain with a cross. They wanted to take her gold ring with a diamond, Metzger asked them what do they want, but they did not tell her. Metzger said that there was no physical contact between her and her abductors. For all time she was there, her abductor was given her notes in English on pieces of paper.

After 3 days, when one of the guys brought her food, she hit him with the same kind of hard object to the area of lower abdomen and run away to unknown direction. She reached a forest and lay down on the ground, where she spent 2 hours, listening if she was chased. Then she reached the first house and knocked, asking for help.
After that representatives of the US Embassy and the Air base Gansi took Metzger away.

I certify this translation is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

25.10.2007
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Photograph Comparison Analysis 30 Sep 11
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Photographic Comparison

Photo Taken in 2006

VICTIM

UNCLASS//FOUO//LDS
Photographic Comparison

Photo Dated 17 Mar 06

Director of Operations

T Sgt

UNCLASS//FOUO//LSD
Photographic Comparison